DATE
FRI., NOV. 19 - WED. NOV. 24, 2021

COST
$799/PERSON INCLUDES AIR, HOUSING, MEALS

ACTIVITIES
HEALTH FAIRS IN BATEY SUGARCANE COMMUNITIES
MEDICAL SUPPORT
CONSTRUCTION OF COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER
SINGING + REFLECTION
LATE AFTERNOONS AT THE BEACH + MORE

AGES
ALL AGES WELCOME!
UNACCOMPANIED MINORS MUST BE 16 BY 11-22-21.
PARENT OR GUARDIAN IS RESPONSIBLE FOR RESEARCHING &
COMPLETING REQUIRED AIRLINE & IMMIGRATION DOCUMENTATION

PAYMENT SCHEDULE
6-15-21 $300/PERSON DEPOSIT DUE
8-15-21 $499/PERSON REMAINING BALANCE DUE

PAYMENT METHODS
CHECK
VILLAGE CHURCH
LORA GARRISON
6641 MISSION RD.,
PRAIRIE VILLAGE, KS 66208

CREDIT CARD
WWW.VILLAGEPRES.ORG/GIVINGTHANKS

COVID
PARTICIPANTS MUST BE FULLY VACCINATED

CONTACT
LORA GARRISON
DIRECTOR OF INTERNATIONAL MISSION
913-671-2390 LORA.GARRISON@VILLAGEPRES.ORG